Abstract. The Simulation Engine for Epidemiological Models (SEEM) is a compact computational software package for modeling of infectious disease spreading. Using SEEM's application programing interface (API), developers can construct compartmental models and proceed numerical simulation to study model dynamics. The system also provides a model definition language for which models can be described and stored in a highly readable plain text format. The file can later be parsed using SEEM's APIs or it can be feed to a command line application, included in the package, for simulation. SEEM system is a software platform whereupon advanced applications can be developed to support intricate features such as visual model editing, result visualization, and system dynamics analysis.
Introduction
The primary goal of studying infectious diseases is to improve control and reduce the infection in the population [1] . However, evaluating the efficacy of control strategies through controlled experiments is practically infeasible and unethical. Mathematical modeling provides a powerful tool for conducting such experiments. Thanks to the advent of computer, complex models that take into account the heterogeneous nature of diseases and population now can be constructed and studied with simulation and dynamics analysis software. These models can hold dozens to hundreds of equations which is exceedingly difficult to comprehend analytically. Computer simulation has now played an important role in the study of infectious disease spreading.
Abundance of simulation software tools has been developed to aid the construction of models and analysis. Majority of tools usually are tailored for only a single specialized model, for example InfluSim [2] , GLEAMViz [3] , AsiaCap [4] , FluTE [5] . In general, underlying structure of the model is encoded in the software itself whereas model parameters are adjustable through graphical user interface (GUI) widgets or command line/text based inputs. Thus, it is difficult to extend the model for difference diseases or populations with different heterogeneity structures. Other types of simulation software available in the forms of library packages working in designate computational platforms such as Matlab, R, Scientific computing Python. These packages might not be specialized for epidemiological modeling study. Instead, they are useful for any other research areas that use mathematical models. Their intended users are researchers who build models to study their interested problems.
In this project, we develop a computational software package for epidemiological modeling with following features. The software provides a set of APIs for model construction/ modification, simulation and simple dynamic analysis such as batch simulation, parameter scanning. Beside, we also provide a command line tool for simple simulation whose input model can be written in text file using a highly readable language for model definition. The package can be a powerful platform-independent integration back-end for developing of simulation/visualization tools or server-side deployed application for dynamics analysis such as parameter optimization, sensitivity/uncertainty analysis.
Compartmental models
Infectious disease spreading can be modeled with several methods. The most common approach is to divide under-study population into compartments then use differential equations to describe the dynamic transmission between compartments. Models constructed in this way are so named compartmental models. The other approaches are stochastic modelling and agent-based modelling. SEEM is restricted to only supporting compartmental models. The following text will give a brief introduction to the classical SIR model. This model has been modified, extended to adapt to difference types of diseases or disease control strategies One of the questions that attracted the attention of scientist was why disease would suddenly develop in a community and then disappear just as suddenly without infecting the entire community. Kermack and McKendrick [9] formulated a model that predict just such behaviour. The population understudy is divided into compartments, namely a susceptible class S, an infective class I, and a removal class R. Individuals in S have no immunity to the disease, so they might become infective if exposed to individuals in I, who are carrying the disease pathogen. Individuals in R are immunized to the disease and consequently do not affect the transmission dynamics in any way when they contact other individuals. Individuals in S move to I once they are become infective. Individuals in I move to R once they are recovered or died. These movements can be described using mathematical equations. The formulation is valid under the condition that following assumptions are justified:
1. On average, an infective individual makes contact sufficient to transmit infection with others per time unit, where N represents the population size.
2. A fraction of infected individuals leave the I class per unit time 3. There is no entry into or departure from the population, e.g. the population size N is not changed. Here, α and β are disease recovery rate and transmission rate, respectively. Let S(t), I(t) and R(t) be the time variant sizes of compartments. The disease transmission model can be formulated with these equations:
Since is a constant, the last equation can be omitted from the model. The formalized system was successfully fitted to data from many epidemics, and it is easily analyze qualitatively. The analysis has been described in many referees, including [1] .
SEEM system components
The system consists of two main modules, a model parser and a numerical solver for ordinary differential equation.
Model parser
A convenient approach for simulation of epidemiological model is to hard-code model content in software data structures. Its implementation is thus much simpler and it leaves room for model authors to inject intricate parts of their model into the software. In SEEM, we choose not to limit users to a single designated model, instead, we provide a simple language for users to express their own models. Input models for simulation can be written in plain text files using SEEM's model definition language. Our software then parses the model content to convert it to internal data structures for simulation. The essence of the language is best understood through examining the example shown on Fig. 1 .
In order to parse models written in SEEM model definition language, we used context-free grammar to define the language then utilize flex and bison [10] to generate the model parser. Flex, a lexical analyzer, takes model as input text then tokenizes it into tokens. The bison tool will generate C source code for the parser from the grammar defined on the generated tokens. Once model is successfully parsed, its content is converted into programing data structures, being ready for simulation.
ODEs solver
A compartmental model is a set of ODEs whose time dependent variables are compartment sizes. Given an initial condition that defines the compartment sizes at the beginning of epidemic, in general, we would want to solver the ODEs in order to study its dynamics. However, majority of ODEs does not have analytical solution, it is sufficient to use numerical approximation of exact solution for practical applications. Approximated solution can be estimated via several methods of numerical integration. Computational software that implements the methods is so called ODEs solver. In SEEM, we integrated CVODE library from SUNDIALS [10] , a highly efficient solver for stiff and non-stiff ordinary differential equations.
Model creation and simulation with SEEM
The main part of SEEM is a core C++ library with a set of APIs for mode construction/ modification, model parsing, and simulation. The library can serve as a platformindependent integration for developing intricate simulation applications that include advanced features such as providing graphical user interface for model editing, manage simulation and dynamics analysis project, data visualization of simulation results. In Fig. 2 , we introduce two sample code snips for model creation (left) and simulation (right).
Beside the core library, SEEM includes a simple command line tool for simulation. In order to simulate a model, users have to write the model in a plain text file using the above mentioned language. The software includes a library of text-book compartmental model such as SIR and its few variations. Simulation results are output to con-sole standard output with configurable formats including plain text, json and xml, for visualization or further data analysis.
Conclusions and future work
This short paper goes over an ongoing project of developing a computational platform for epidemiological modeling. We explained core components of our prototype implementation and introduced a few basic features of the system. Our supporting APIs can help developers to implement various types of applications in order to aid the process of epidemiological modeling. The efficient ODEs solver used in our project promises to improve simulation performance on complex models with large numbers of mathematical equations and parameters, which make it suitable for integration into server side applications that handles extremely demanding tasks of model dynamics analysis. The model definition language introduced in our system provides users with a common standard for model construction and sharing. The command line tool included in the package can provide some basic features that may be sufficient for user that only need simple simulation and analysis.
The ultimate goal of our project is to build a completed solution for supporting the research and application of infectious disease spreading using mathematical modeling. The solution may include GUI / web-based applications where scientists can construct, edit and share their models. Simulation and simple dynamical analysis can be followed with the supports of spatial and temporal data visualization. Resource demanding computational tasks, such as parameter optimization, uncertainty/ sensitivity analysis, are shifted to server side applications deployed on HPC-enabled system. The accomplishment of prototype system introduced in this paper is laying a promising foundation for our works in the future.
